IT’S TIME TO
EMBRACE
EVERY NEW

The fast pace of change is opening doors to great
opportunities for your business. ECS will help you
stay ahead of the game and be future ready

Chairman’s Message
“We have been striving relentlessly to achieve our mission of powering growth, that’s why we’re here – staying ahead of
competition for the past years and that’s how we will remain ahead for years to come”
“We live in an exciting time when nothing is more constant than change, a time when we can’t guarantee a long term success unless we view
change as an opportunity and work together to manage it.
Successful market leaders realize how time is scarce, and that there is no time to rest. We have to run fast and be fearless of change. Our
role in ECS is to be there, powering you with new ideas, innovation, and expertise that will help you manage change and win the battle
against time.
We are really delighted with where we have reached so far and proud of the founding objectives ECS was built on. We promise that we
will continue exploring and expanding our leadership position throughout the MENA Region, so we can give the power to more and more
businesses and fulfill our mission of Powering Growth.”
In closing, I want to show my gratitude to our customers, employees, partners and all those who supported our ongoing success.

Chairman of the Board
Enterprise Consultancy Services

ECS at a Glance
ECS is a leading provider of business and technology consulting services throughout the MENA region. A strategic partner
of ECS is SAP – The world market leader for enterprise applications, analytics and mobile solutions.
Our team has an average of 25 years of technology and business experience and a strong history in SAP implementations,

Our Vision
To become the development and consultancy firm of choice for
customers, partners and top talents in the Middle East.

this expertise helped us deliver what customers dreamed of and will enable us to further capitalize their growth.

Our Mission

We are Leading

We work on enabling our customer’s business growth in a global volatile,
uncertain, complex and ambiguous environment through helping them
optimize their business processes by:

We have built a successful strategic partnership with SAP month after month over the past 10 years.

- Providing Innovative solutions with professional business consultation

SAP Service Partner
SAP Build Partner
SAP Run Partner
SAP Partner Centre of Expertise
SAP Mobile App Partner
SAP SuccessFactors Partner
SAP HANA Partner
SAP BusinessObjects
SAP Partner Managed Cloud Partner
SAP Quality Accreditation Partner
SAP Authorized Education Partner
SAP Recognized Expertise in Consumer Products, Wholesale
Distribution & Financial Management

- Coaching and creating a platform for our employees to learn, innovate and
develop into the market’s top calibers

Our Services
Software is just one half of the story
Our services cover the entire end-to-end application
lifecycle and help customers maximize the value of their
SAP investments.
SAP Upgrade

Consulting
Services

SAP Implementation
& Rollout

Audit

Training &
Education

Maintenance &
Support

Quality
Assurance

Mobile Application
Development

Consulting Services

SAP Upgrade

Audit

Maintenance & Support

ECS offers business and technology consulting service that is
delivered by a highly qualified consulting team with strong
expertise in business practices, industry-specific solutions and SAP
applications.

ECS upgrading service helps you keep up with the latest SAP
releases, this will provide the business with better functionality and
improved business processes.

ECS specialists provide a range of audit and advisory services to
check the customer’s system, evaluate the level of performance
and make recommendations to maximize the value of the system.

We offer a comprehensive support service to our existing and new
customers through Service Level Agreement. ECS support expertise
is accredited from SAP through SAP Center of Expertise certificate.

SAP Implementation & Rollout

Training & Education

Quality Assurance

Mobile Application Development

ECS offers implementation and roll-out services for all SAP
solutions. We have the industry experts who can deliver the
implementation tailored to your specific business needs and
industry requirements.

ECS has developed a series of training courses that enable
customers to acquire the skills needed to get the most out of their
SAP investment.

Quality Assurance service assesses the SAP project performance,
ensures that appropriate quality standards are met and
recommends necessary changes to avoid risks.

ECS has a great expertise in the mobile app development –
delivering apps for all devices and any mobile operating system
(iOS, Android, Windows, etc…).

Powering through Innovation

400 K+
15%

Innovation allows us to position ourselves as a strategic partner for the
largest companies. We are certain that with innovation, we are leading today
and getting ready for tomorrow.
ECS annually allocates 15% of revenues to R&D, this allows us to put ideas
under proper care and transform them into great innovations.

WorkManager
A Mobile app that enables plant managers to gain visibility
on all production processes and supports on-time delivery of
manufacturing projects.
Mobile Inventory Manager
This application simplifies warehouse’s operations & improves the
management of materials across the enterprise.
Mobisales
Mobisales is a Mobile Direct Store Delivery app that handles the
entire delivery process and helps sales reps to accomplish all their
daily tasks on their mobile devices.

Mobittend
Mobittend is a Mobile Time Tracking app that enables employees to
clock in/out and take breaks anywhere at any time.

RPOS
RPOS is a Real Time Point of Sale solution that provides an easy way
to manage retail operations and simplifies sales transactions.

Mobile PO Approver
The application enables managers to get notified on the pending
purchase orders and allow them to quickly review and approve
purchase order requests on their mobile devices.

OTMS
Online Time and Attendance Solution (OTMS) is an interface that
simplifies employee’s time and attendance management.
SODInsight
It is a Segregation of Duties tool that protects the integrity of the
company’s data by providing accurate visibility on who is able to
access what across the various applications.

Daily transactions made
on ECS innovations

of revenues allocated
to R&D

Cemark
Cemark is a logistical solution that is designed for the cement
industry, it streamlines the transportation logistics and efficiently
perform the main functional processes such as loading and
weighing operations.

MobiFleet
Mobifleet app enables managers to track your fleet of vehicles
much easier, maximizes fleet productivity, and provides significant
cost saving.

Teamed To
Perform Even

Better Together...

Check out some of ECS customer’s
success story in the following pages

El Geyushi Motors gets ready for its ambitious

expansion plans in cooperation with SAP & ECS
Fast Facts
Company: El Geyushi Motors

El Geyushi has been in the automotive business for more than 30 years, they are operating

Industry: Automotive

several showrooms, service centers and warehouses representing various brands. El Geyushi

SAP Products:
SAP DBM
SAP MM
SAP FICO

Motors has challenging goals to double the size of their business and achieve the plans they
put for strategic growth. They needed to provide better customer experience through the
whole customer life cycle, They realized that these objectives could not happen, unless they
have a strong coordinated system to manage the whole business operations more efficiently
and cost effectively. For that they sought to implement the SAP system and chose ECS for
this mission, They managed to implement SAP Material Management, SAP Finance and SAP
Dealer Business Management including vehicle sales, service, parts management, warehouse
and inventory management. As a result, the company managed to reduce inventory while
generating additional service income due to the improved operations for customer services
and repair orders. Now, they have 360-degree view of customers and vehicles to provide
better service.

Improved
Visibility into Warehouse
Operations

Reduced
Customer Wait Times

Increased
Quality of Service &
Customer Satisfaction

“ We achieved great results as we chose a reliable solution provider like SAP
and a dependable implementation partner like ECS. Now we are able to operate
our business more efficiently, provide a new level of customer satisfaction, and
achieve our strategic growth plans”

Roshdy Pharmacies has started a Journey of Improvements

with ECS & SAP that Never Ends
Fast Facts
Company: Roshdy Pharmacies

Roshdy Pharmacies opened its first branch in 2008, since then Roshdy has continually employed

Industry: Pharmaceutical Retail

the best practices and techniques to improve their brand and earn the trust of customers. The

SAP Solutions:
SAP FICO
SAP MM

company needed to restructure the way they do their business and streamline business processes
across all business areas. Management noticed that their existing system didn’t fit their business
anymore, there was no integration between the different business areas, they relied heavily on
manual work that was time consuming and error prone, they also faced challenges due to the

SAP HCM

inability to gain real-time process visibility. The company didn’t have a system to support their

SAP SD

financial decisions, it took days to produce reports which was inefficient and time consuming.

SAP BOBJ

Over the course of 6 months, ECS implemented the SAP system at Roshdy Pharmacies across

SAP S/4 HANA

more than 90 stores. After the implementation, they were able reduce manual work to minimum,

SAP Hybris

provide tight integration between all business areas, they have also reaped many benefits by

ECS Products:
RPOS
OTMS

implementing the warehouse and inventory management solution, which reduced stock outs,
prevented excess in inventory and maximized profitability. The implementation of ECS RPOS has
also empowered the sales team at stores to sell and serve customers much better. Using S/4
HANA, they were able to have better financial processes accelerate financial close and improve
business decisions.

ST

1

In Egypt to run

Faster
Financial Close Processes

Improved
Decision making

“We have started a journey of great improvements with SAP & ECS, we are so
proud to set our company as trendsetter for our industry - being the first in the
Egypt to go live with SAP® S/4HANA.”

Al Salehiya Improves Business Operations And

Paves The Way For Future Growth With SAP
Fast Facts
Company: Al Salehiya Medical

Al Salehiya has an ambitious goal to transform their enterprise system to be more agile and

Industry: Wholesale Distribution

efficient. The management team at Al Salehiya realized that it was critical to replace their

SAP Products:
SAP MM

current system with another that can respond to their business challenges and provide
better integration and operational excellence. The company had an outdated system, using
excel and unreliable tools which have hindered many growth capabilities. Their system also

SAP HCM

lacked process integration and real time information, there were a lot of concerns regarding

SAP ESS/MSS

information accuracy and reliability. They took the decision to implement the SAP system

SAP SD

as it is a future oriented solution that can support their growth strategy, The system went

SAP CS

live within 8 months,The implementation of the SAP system has brought many benefits and

SAP PM

eliminated a lot of inefficiencies and challenges. Improvements in many areas has been

improved our operations and business processes, now we can manage our

noticed, for example, they gained better visibility on the company’s warehouses, they are

business more efficiently and productively ”

SAP BOBJ
ECS Products:
OTMS

now handling customer warranties more efficient. Also, a great reporting and analytics
capabilities has been acquired due to the implementation of SAP BusinessObjects. This has
streamlined report creation and provided better data visibility across the different areas of
the company.

Improved
Performance in reporting
and analytics

Increased
Process efficiency in
customer service

Better
Inventory Control

“The results of the implementation have been very satisfactory, we have

Al Mansour obtains A Tighter Supply Chain

And Provides Safer Products
Fast Facts
Company: Al Mansour Holding

Al Mansour Holding Company sought to maximize both its sales and market share in the

Industry: FMCG

Egyptian FMCG industry. They realized that this wouldn’t be achieved without having a

SAP Products:

streamlined supply chain processes, and enhanced planning and execution capabilities.
Their legacy system didn’t meet their expectations as it lacked a lot of functionalities and

SAP FICO

prevented coordination between the various business units. They partnered with ECS

SAP SD

to support them in achieving their goals and implement the 1st SAP SCM in an Egyptian

SAP MM

national company. Over the course of 8 months, SAP ERP and SAP SCM systems have been

SAP PP

successfully deployed at 17 manufacturing plants – enabling deeper visibility into the entire

SAP QM

supply chain, faster access to real-time data and improved decision making.

SAP PM

“We would not have achieved this kind of success without a supportive
partner like ECS who helped us along the way, ECS project team has always
been there for us providing the expertise, guidance, support and commitment–

SAP SCM

we will continue this partnership for more and more achievements”

SAP BOBJ
ECS Products:
Egypay

1

ST

SAP SCM implementation in Egyptian
National Company

75%
Reduction in production waste

3,000,000

EGP

Saved through better management
of Slow Moving Inventory

OUR VALUES
Commitment

6 CORE VALUES
PLAY
A MAJOR ROLE
TO OUR

SUCCESS

Teamwork &
Collaboration
Accountability

Integrity & Ethics

Innovation

Honesty

Saudi Arabia Office
Al Howaishel Tower 9, Riyadh 12212, Saudi Arabia
Mobile: +966 545 2040 97

Egypt Office
111 Farid Semeka St. Heliopolis, Cairo, Egypt
Tel.: +202 27 746 165
Mobile: +2 0111 9044 122
info@ecs-co.com | www.ecs-co.com
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